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Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton
2136 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
February 12, 2017
RE: Human Rights Violations of Americans Living in “The Swamp” (and Abroad)—Time to Drain “The
Swamp” of Corrupt Courts and Negligent Congressional Staffers
Dear Congresswoman Holmes Norton,
I am once again contacting your office as a citizen of the USA, regarding you, and your staff’s legal
obligation to protect, defend, and uphold the US Constitution, US federal law, and international law.
Since 2010, I have been requesting assistance from your office regarding the US State Department’s
gross negligence in fulfilling its duties to protect the rights, lives, and property of American citizens
abroad. In 2010, I submitted a constituent request to your office requesting assistance within the State
Department and the failure of the Consular Affairs Division to do their JOBS in accordance with US
federal law, the US Constitution, and international law. I am once again submitting a constituent request
to your office to investigate the violation of my rights within DC courts and failure of the Park Road
police station to accept my complaint against my landlord, Bathseba Philpott, for her harassment under
violence against women laws in July 2016, when she initiated malicious, extortionistic, and illegal
litigation against me.
Please find attached correspondence to newly appointed Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, National
Security Advisor to the President, Michael Flynn, as well as my previous correspondence in 2013, to all
the member of the American Abroad Caucus; Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health, Global Human
Rights, and International Organizations; Congressional Victim’ Rights Caucus; and Committee on
Appropriations / State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs; requesting an Over-sight hearing on
the State Department’s failure to uphold US federal law, the US Constitution, as well as its own internal
directives. Not only did no one ever initiate an Over-sight hearing, but I never even received a response
from any of the staffers to whom my correspondence was directed. As Albert Einstein said, “there is no
difference between those who cannot read, and those who DON’T.” It is for this reason Donald Trump
won with a promise to “Drain the Swamp.”
However, my and my children’s revictimization by Spanish courts, and legal abuse, did not only have
dire consequences for me and my children’s safety and security in Spain, but also for my refugee status
and ‘marginalization’ in Washington since my return in 2009. The problem with the development
community, is that, it is filled, not only with ‘seat-warmers,’ but queen-for-a-day psychopaths, who take
great pleasure exploiting the pain and suffering of marginalized, defenseless victims. This is why NGOs
instead of assisting victims, are revictimizing them. Due to the fact that Spanish courts mis-appropriated
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all of my funds and assets, and forced me to flee Spain in fear of my life and safety, I have become one
of the “unprotected” and disposable members of society. Women who leave the work-force to have, and
raise children, and/or in deference to their husband’s careers, for extended periods of time have a 30%
chance of re-insertion into the work-force, with 85% of employment opportunities in DC not publicly
available, but determined through nepotism networks of the ruling elite. It is for this reason that
incompetence rates in the labor-force are at 70-90%.
After decades of affirmative action, and discriminatory policies of HR personnel, whose favoritism of
Afro-Americans, Millennials, and Middle-easterners (indebted with exorbitantly expensive PhDs and
MBAs) have flooded workplaces with workers who lack the reading comprehension skills necessary to
understand all of the reports, they should be reading. The lack of governance in DC, at the international
and national levels, is so dire that, the development community has created a new mantra within their
rhetoric, and seat-warming jobs, Results-Based Management (RBM). RBM requires examining issues
and results from a human rights perspective. However, since no one knows how to examine issues from
a human rights perspective, RBM positions are just more superfluous, and inefficient positions in “The
Swamp,” milking taxpayers of additional monies.
In the past 8 years, under the Obama Administration, not only have my labor rights been repeatedly, and
repeatedly, violated within the International Monetary Fund (IMF), resulting in two illegal and wrongful
terminations, but my rights within the housing market, and the group homes in which I have lived have
been grossly, and repeatedly violated, with two illegal, and wrongful evictions. In all most all cases, the
perpetrators have been women, and predominately black, or Middle-eastern women, with one Pakistani
man. I returned to Washington in 2009, after having left in ’88, leaving behind a career in politics in the
international arena, as well as a career in the financial markets—disgusted with the laissez faire politics,
and cocaine-snorting, partying-hardying culture which predominated DC at the time. While the extensive
cocaine-snorting has subsided, the party-hardying culture remains.
As I explained in my blog Open Letter to Special 'Ethics' Investigator at the IMF Sabina Blaskovic – Part
61, the networks, maintaining the status quo of bullying in “The Swamp” are Afro-American women at
the local level, Millennials on Capital Hill, White House, State Department, and NGOs; with MiddleEastern women doing the same in international organizations. Trumps Administration has ample proof
as to how and why, discriminatory, affirmative action programs of the past are responsible for the
total break-down in the ‘Rule of Law,’ and the terrible damage that it has done to societies, as well
as economies around the world, and I quote from by blog,
In addition to the bullying and manipulations, and their criminality under human rights
standards, and civil and penal law, in DC Landlord/tenant court2, on top of Spanish family courts
(see table of infractions3 of my lawyers in the table below), I have tracked and documented the
same tactics and criminality of IMF’s staff in 2 separate cases4; as well as the cover-up by IMF
staff, HR personnel. The major players in my two cases against the IMF were minority women,
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/open-letter-special-ethics-investigator-imf-sabina-blaskovic-wilcox-5?trk=mpreader-card
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and are Adrianne Thapa5 (Indian), Sharmini Coorey6 (Sri Lankan), Ana Daie7 (Middle Eastern,
Iranian?), Kalpana Kochhar8 (Indian), Olivia Graham9 (Afro-American), Gheetha Ravindra10
(Indian), Lois Petzold11 (Indian, married to Pakistani), with two other players caucasion women,
Gina Paone12 (Canadian), and Kate Phillips13 (New Zealander), as well as former IMF Family
Association Chair Anne-Beatrix Keller Semadeni14 (caucasian, French ‘pie-noire’ national from
N. Africa, Tunisia if my memory serves me), and the newest “Game-player” Sabina Blaskovic15
(?).
President Trump won his bid for Presidency because “The Swamp” desperately needs draining—and I
have the names of many of the seat-warming civil servants and public authorities, who need to be
“drained,” which includes the “alligators, crocodiles, and sharks, as well as the more prevalent
mosquitos, leeches, ticks, and parasites” amongst administrative and support staff. The number of
superfluous and inefficient staff within the large bureaucratic organizations throughout Washington, as
well as within the NGOs that infect “The Swamp” are nothing more than ‘window-dressing.’ They are
enriching PhDs and MBAs, while costing taxpayers billions and billions of dollars and euros each year,
to create chaos and disorder in the world.
Betty Friedan, author of the Feministic Mystique16 (1963), which gave rise to the modern-day feminist
movement, in 1981 published The Second Stage17, with a heartful cry to the feminists to change the
alpha/dominance feminism that they were propagating in American society, and work-place. The
American feminists for the past 55 years have been propagating misogynistic and dominance ideologies,
whose only concern is full-employment participation rates of women, totally negating the needs and
realities of women as mothers and wives in society. This alpha/dominance construct has since been
exported to countries around the world, and is, in large part, the root cause of the escalation of violence
and terrorism in countries globally. This is particularly true in the Middle-east (and amongst Middleeastern communities in Europe and the USA) where extremist groups are highly affected—and agitated.
If National Security Advisor Lieutenant General Flynn truly wishes to win the war in Afghanistan, he
will shine light onto the dysfunctional, alpha/dominance feminism that is being propagated by the
Feminist Majority Foundation (FMF) in Afghanistan, in detriment to American women and children who
they could, and should be assisting, and whose founder and President, is feminist, Eleanor Smeal18.
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https://www.imf.org/external/np/ins/english/pdf/inst2006.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/np/bio/eng/sc.htm
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Laura Nader in the The Life of the Law,19 Phyliss Chesler in Woman’s Inhumanity to Woman,20 and
Michelle Alexander in The New Jim Crow,21 explains the back-stabbing tactics amongst women, as well
as its consequences on society. For the past 8 years in DC, I have been reading all of the reports the
economists and public-policy makers should be reading and understanding, but who are not. I was ‘tops’
in my international economics course at GWU (1985) in a course that “even the econ. major failed, at
least once.” Not only did I receive a 98% on the mid-term, but I tutored my fellow students who all
passed the final, as well as the course. The problem was that the professor was complicating his subject
way too much for his students to be able to follow. At the end of a week of tutorial the students asked me
“Is that it? Is it that simple?” I have déjà vu with all the economists and policy-makers in “The Swamp”
during the past 8 years, in regards to my intl. econ. course in ‘85. However, this time, my fellow
‘students’ prefer to fail, and re-fail, and re-fail the ‘class’ while the world spirals down into its
demise; rather than understand their theories concepts, and how they translate into reality for
societies.
My ex-husband is one of the crash-n-burn bankers responsible for the continual financial collapses, and
increasing unstable economies. I predicted the 2008 financial collapse in 2007, while doing an analysis
of the risk/return for expatriated families in renting vs. buying homes abroad, particularly when the
transfer is temporary. In examining currency fluctuations vs. real estate prices in Spain and Colombia
from the ‘90s to 2007, I observed the damages done by real estate bubbles and erratic currency
fluctuations in both countries, and then saw that the same trends were prevalent in the USA, and
throughout Europe. Since then the underlying problems within banking and financial systems have not
been addressed due to a continual lack of good governance by regulators and policy-makers. Financial
markets and banking systems are on the brink of collapse, with consumers in middle-income countries
more dependent on exploitative and predatory customs of banking systems and financial markets, than a
decade ago, joining the dysfunctionality of the high-income countries, with the USA taking the lead.
For decades, international organizations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have been
promoting financial inclusion, real estate bubbles, full-female employment, and excessive consumerspending and consumer-debt, on top of a lack of transparency, accountability, and governance in their
institutions; in countries around the world. Additionally, policy-makers, instead of combating the
insidious corruption within government agencies, have propagated, and enlarged bureaucracies and their
inefficiency. Francis Fukuyama in his book, State-Building, Governance and World Order in the 21st
Century22, demonstrated that good governance is achieved through small, but efficient governments and
their institutions. It is imperative that your office start assuming its responsibilities under the US
Constitution, federal law, and international law, and initiate an investigation, through proper channels,
into the rampant corruption, mis-management, and discriminatory norms, within DC courts. When I
returned to DC in ’09, I thought that the only thing that has changed in DC since I left in ’88 is the
number of homeless on the streets—there are more of them.
In the 1st jurisprudence on Violence Against Women (VAW) as human rights violations, Gonzales
(Lenahan) vs. USA23, 2011, the American government’s defense was that it did not have “jurisdiction”
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over its states and their courts. If the American government does not have “jurisdiction” over its states
and courts, its raison d’etre ceases to exist under the US Constitution. The corruption within DC courts24
is well-known, as is Judge Rankin’s violation of rights in DC courts (as is Judge Newman and Wiggins
in Arlington, VA courts25). It is the JOB of the legislative and executive branches of governments to
oversee the judicial branch. The failure of the DC government to assure proper governance, and
investigate overt and rampant corruption in DC courts is criminal, and it is the RESPONSIBILITY of
your office to accept my constituent request, and launch an investigation into the lack of
governance within the DC government. I have meticulously documented ALL negligence, illegal
manipulations, and perjury, of my landlord, her lawyers, as well as court-personnel in the past 7-months,
and would be happy to meet with you or your staffers regarding an investigation into not only my case in
the DC Landlord/tenants court, but also the thousands of other cases, who are being victimized by the
total negligence of legal clinics, as well as court-personnel. Perpetrators within the courts are wellknown, with over-whelming evidence against them.
Donald Trump won the US elections with a promise to “Drain the Swamp,” because your office (as well
as other Congressional office on The Hill) have been grossly negligent in GOVERNING for decades. It
is time that your employees start fulfilling their legal obligations to assist constituents, as well as assure
that those within executive and judicial branches are doing their jobs with a minimum of integrity and
diligence. The laissez-faire politics of the past MUST CEASE AND DESIST.
Sincerely,

Quenby Wilcox
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